Blis

Sri Lanka boasts of one of
the highest rates of
biological endemism in
the world whether in
plants or animals and is
included among the top
five biodiversity hotspots
in the world.

Scenic

Sri Lanka is filled with
romantic
landscapes,
governed
by
rising
mountains, lush forests,
ocean like tanks and
gushing waterfalls, that it
was considered the lost
paradise by many a globe
trotters, who fell upon the
country.

Essence

The secret of Sri Lanka’s
attraction lies with its
people.
The
spice
addicted, cricket crazy
and tea drinking people of
Sri Lanka are famed for
big smiles and a bigger
heart.

Festive

Every month brings a
celebration
either
religious
or
cultural
importance, making Sri
Lanka one of the
countries with highest
number of celebrations
and holidays.

What






we offer
Indoor and outdoor tour plans based on the request
Arrangement of accommodation in any part of the island
Domestic transportation service with qualified guides
Arranging cocktails, gala functions
Shopping tours covering the city
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Colombo by Nights – Tour Sri Lanka

Bally’s has been a strong name in the nightlife of Colombo for a very long
time. Associated with warmth, respect, hospitality, and trust, Bally’s has
earned itself a huge bouquet of clientele. The huge gaming area is always
full of people, both locals and tourists.
What




we offer
Arrangement of accommodation in City
Domestic transportation
Half a day Colombo city tour
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Conferences and Meetings- Tour Sri Lanka

We believe that a conference, congress, convention, should be an exciting event,
with a carefully balanced blend of speakers addressing subject matter that is
highly relevant to delegates. In addition, carefully designed conference planning
incorporates relevant supporting social event where appropriate. As the
conference planning body we make the bookings, payments, registration and
attendance as easy as possible, and this is where Delair Travels excels.
OUR SERVICES FOR CONFERENCES
-

Conference secretarial service

-

Airline ticket booking for foreign delegates

-

Accommodation for foreign delegates

-

Domestic transport solution in island wide from Motor car to Large Coach

-

Air taxi and Train services for domestic travel

-

Organize post Conference tours

-

Visa service
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Exploring the Trail of Ramayana – Tour Sri Lanka

Ramayana Tours in Sri Lanka. The ultimate spiritual travel experience in
Asia… We offer you an opportunity to follow the Ramayana trails and visit
the most important Ramayana sights in Sri Lanka. These tours are

exclusively for religious and spiritual Hindus but also offers an in-depth
knowledge of Ramayana heritage in Sri Lanka, for the non-Hindus
What we offer
 Offer Trips to every end of the world starting from 3 days to 10
days
 Arrangement of accommodation
 Domestic transportation with guide
 Air tickets
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Incentive tours – Tour Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka is a natural Choice among the Companies worldwide for incentive
trips. We will guarantee value for money offerings, customized authentic
and never to repeat unique experience.
Our services are comprehensive. In addition to the specialized attention to
the event, we also go the distance in extra services of the traveler.
Providing total ground arrangement solutions for incentive groups. Our
experience professional team are geared to create unique Sri Lankan
incentive. Authentic Sri Lankan Incentive within clients budgetary
requirements.
What







we offer
Indoor and outdoor tour plans
Arrangement of accommodation in any part of the island
Domestic transportation
Team building activities
Arranging cocktails, gala functions and award ceremonies
Arranging souvenirs

On complimentary basis (Above 50 pax group)
 Cultural performance
or
 Half a day city tour maximum 60 pax
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Tailor made holiday packages – Tour Sri Lanka

Pristine

Sri Lanka is the ideal
destination for beach
bums worldwide. May it
be windsurfing, kayaking,
yachting, water skiing,
scuba diving or jut lazing
around for the perfect
tan, Sri Lanka offers it all.

Heritage

Sri Lanka holds some of
world’s heritage cities
including Anuradhapura,
Polonnaruwa
and
Digamadulla; including
the 08th wonder in the
worls “Sigiriya”, a fifth
century AD fortress and a
water garden

Thrills

With varying climates
and Geography packed
into a small island Sri
Lanka offers a range of
adventures from the top
of the mountains to the
depths of the oceans.

Sri Lanka boasts of one of
the highest rates of
biological endemism in
the world whether in
plants or animals and is
included among the top
five biodiversity hotspots
in the world.

Wild
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Weddings & Honeymoon – Tour Sri Lanka

With unique and meaningful traditional wedding ceremony Man and Woman will
be promised to each other and Mother Nature to share every moment of rest of
their lives. Compact but diversified with various aspects including nature, culture,
heritage, wildlife and beaches, Sri Lanka offer value for every single penny spend
on planning perfect Wedding celebration & Honeymoon moments of each and
every lovely couple.

What we offer
-

Wedding ceremony planning & Execution liaise with vendors

-

Accommodations suits with Honeymoon moments

-

Domestic transport solution in island wide from Motor car to Large Coach

-

Air taxi and Train services for domestic travel

-

Airline ticket bookings

-

Visa service
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Our Transport Fleet



We facilitate all your Transportation need Island wide from Motor
Car to Large Coach.



The Specialty of Using our Vehicles is that we have a GPS tracking
system where we could always track the vehicle
(DT-131017)
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